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ABSTRACT

A spectrometer composed of lead-oxide loaded glass blocks has
been constructed for detection of neutral pi mesons emitted in low
energy heavy ion reactions. The spectrometer detects the Cerenkov
radiation emitted when the high energy photons (Ey ~70 MeV)
resulting from ic° decay create electron-position pairs in the
glass, initiating electromagnetic showers. A geometric acceptance
of better than 5% of 4it is possible; the it0 detection efficiency
varies between this value at T^ = 0 MeV and 1% for T^ ~100 MeV.

I. INTRODUCTION

The motivation for the work reported here is our desire to study pro-

duction of neutral pi mesons using heavy-ion beams at energies per nucleon

well below the value required for free nucleons to interact and produce a

pion. Four experiments have been carried out, two using a 25-MeV/u 1 60 beam

from the ORNL Holifield complex to bombard 197Au, n a tNi, and 27A1 targets,

the others using a 35-MeV/u lkta beam from the MSU K = 500 supercpnducting

cyclotron to bombard 27A1, n a tNi, and n a tW targets. Due to levels of

cosmic-ray background and magnitude of cross section (nanobarns), only the

latter experiments yield a pi-meson signal easily observed above background;

special steps to produce an identifiable pion signal in the lower energy

experiment will be mentioned. The purpose of the experiments was, after

establishing a nonzero value for the pion-production cross section at such

low bombarding energies, to obtain energy distribution, angular distribu-

tion, and target mass-dependence data which might allow one to learn what

mechanism is responsible for concentrating so much of the kinetic energy of

the projectile into creation and ejection of one outgoing particle. Part of

the fascination of such measurements for a physicist accustomed to low-

energy heavy-ion reactions is the concentration of over half of the center-

of-mass energy to produce a pion (m^O •• 135 MeV/c2, m^t - 139 MeV/c2).



Certainly, the emission of very energetic nucleons is familiar from observa-

tion of nucleons in the high-energy region of evaporation spectra from com-

pound or composite systems of nuclei, but the particles emitted were present

in the entrance channel. If emission of a quark-antiquark pair (i.e., meson,

here a pion) requires large momentum transfer in the scattering of the con-

stituents, one wishes to inquire as to what constitutes such scattering, or

who the participants are, in such low-energy experiments.

The experimental method used consists of detecting the two energetic

photons, emitted in decay of a x", in an array of Cerenkov detectors. A it"

decays 98.82 of the time into two equal energy (in the it" rest frame) pho-

tons with a lifetime of 8.3 x 10~ 1 7 seconds. The remainder of the decay

goes principally by the Dalitz decay n° ->• •ye+e~; we do not try to identify

this mode. The photons emitted in the decay have energies of the order of

70 MeV or larger, increasing with increasing it0 kinetic energy. The photons

tend to cluster about a laboratory opening angle 812 = 2 cos"* CP-JJ) > where

P71 * vn^ c* This occurs merely due to "piling up" of the spherical phase-

space distribution of the photons, in the rc° rest frame, in the transfor-

mation to laboratory coordinates. As the orientation of the photons in the

7t° rest frame is uncorrelated with the u°'s laboratory velocity, the

observed y-y opening angle for a given energy n° will be greater than or

equal to 812* Stopped TIOIS are particularly easy to detect, as their pho-

tons propagate in opposite directions. The experiment thus has an advantage

over those measuring charged pions in magnetic spectrometers or range tele-

scopes, as there is no efficiency falloff at low pion kinetic energies. For

charged pions with Tn < 10 MeV, this effect is usually severe due to the

charged pion lifetime of 26 ns; detection methods relying on observation of

a charged pion itself thus must employ very short flight paths « 1 meter)

for 1^ < 10 MeV.

Lead-glass Cerenkov shower counters were used to detect the decay pho-

tons. These detectors are large rectangular blocks of optical glass loaded

with ~55Z by weight lead oxide. The lead acts as the necessary high-Z

material to initiate pair, production by an incident photon and then enhance

bremsstrahlung and further pair production by successive generations of e+e~

pairs. Cerenkov light emitted by electrons and positrons as they pass



through the glass is detected with photomultiplier tubes attached to the

glass blocks. Only the blue and longer wavelength light can be seen as the

blocks strongly absorb blue and DV light below 3400 A.

The detectors used are arranged as twenty pairs of detectors, with each

pair, or telescope, placed in a plane about the target at 15° intervals.

The beam pipe occupies the 0° and 180° positions. The front, or converter,

block of each telescope is a 10 cm x 10 cm x 5 cm thick block of F2-type

glass * viewed on a side edge (10 cm x 5 cm) by a fast 5-cm, 14-stage photo-

tube. The rear, or absorber, block of each telescope is a 15 cm x 15 cm x

34 cm thick block of SF5 glass2 viewed from the rear 15 cm x 15 cm face by

a 12.5-cm, 10-stage phototube. Properties of the blocks are listed in

Table I.

Fast electronics are used to record all events, including two or

more good telescopes, where a good telescope requires a fast (tr ~ 30 ns)

coincidence between converter and absorber. Pulse heights and time of arri-

val relative to the cyclotron RF for all good events are recorded on mag-

netic tape and analyzed off line.

Table I. Lead-glass properties.

Type

Radiation length, Xo
Critical energy
Transmittance

(4000 A, 10 X0)
Refractive index
( X - 5876 A) E n

Density (g/cm3)
(v/c) threshold = Px

Electron kinetic
energy at (3T

F2
(converters)

3.05 cm
18.2 MeV
0.797

1.6200

3.61

0.6173

138.5 keV

SF5
(absorbers)

2.38 cm
15.5 MeV
0.629

1.6727

4.08

0.5978

126.5 keV

1 / 1 1

No. photons/cm « — Pi2/( ~ •> v * frequency

500 sin2ec/cm (visible)

6C
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A Monte Carlo code was written to simulate it" decay in the labora-

tory for kinetic energies between 0 and 110 MeV and 101 all emission angles

(polar and azimuthal angle). The geometric acceptance of the detector array

is 5% and decreases with increasing n° kinetic energy to a value of 1% at

TJJ ~ 100 MeV. The detection efficiency of the converters was estimated by

using the EGS electromagnetic shower computer code of Ford and Nelson (SLAC,

1978, unpublished). As these blocks are 1.62 radiation lengths thick, an

efficiency due to shower conversion alone of <80% is expected; light collec-

tion effects decrease this to ~50% to 702. This is the largest source of

systematic uncertainty in the experiments.

Neutral pions are tagged by calcu-

lating the invariant mass of a detected

photon pair and searching for events

where this is clustered about 135.6

MeV, the. n° rest mass. This procedure

takes advantage of the fact that

111̂ 2 - E ^ - \p%\
2 is a Lorentz invari-

ant, where E^ - T^ + m^ is the pion

total energy and p u is the pion momen-

tum. In the decay, due to conservation

of energy and momentum, E n

and p^ - p Y 1 + i>y2. Using |

one easily finds that

40<O<90*
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where 0j2 is the opening angle between

the photons. By then producing a

scatter plot of invariant mass vs.

detector pair opening angle, a distinct

cluster of events is found near 135 MeV

and for 9i2 > 90°, as seen in Fig. 1.

A projection onto the invariant mass

axis is given in Fig. 2.

As the pulse-height resolution

of such Cerenkov counters is typi-
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Eyj + E^ - m^c2 introduces a large uncertainty in the energy spectrum. A

preferred procedure is to use the opening angle information by recasting the

invariant mass equation in the form

where X - (Eyi - Ey2)/(Eyi + E yp.

There are two principal sources of background in these experiments.

The first is y rays from deexcitation of nuclear levels, e.g., compound

nuclear decays. For example, if we assume the geometric cross section of

1.9 barns for N + M leads to an average gamma multiplicity of 10, and take

the ratio of 7c0 decay photons (cr̂  total * 8 0 nb» my = 2^ t 0 n u c l e a r decay

photons, we find 8 * 10~9 of the photons present arise from Tt° decay. These

are suppressed by the following measures: (1) Only electrons with Te > 130

keV-can produce any Cerenkov light, which eliminates all triggering due to X

rays and slow Compton- and photo- electrons. (2) The Cerenkov light output

increases as sin2[cos~1(l/pn)], which strongly discriminates against slow

(P < 0.9) electrons. (3) A four-fold coincidence is the basic trigger:

since a nuclear y ray can only fire one counter, a four-fold, instead of

two-fold, random event is required. (4) Geometrical cuts on 612 vs. Tu

reduce random events with incorrect geometry; see the invariant mass vs.

612 plot for 612 < .90°. (5) The critical energy in the glass is >15 MeV;

this is the energy below which electrons lose most of their energy by dE/dx

processes instead of shower production, meaning only E > 15 MeV photons can

cause efficient conversion of their energy to a proportional output of

Cerenkov light. These measures reduced the nuclear background to a level of

nearly zero.

The difficult, background arises from penetrating cosmic-ray muons and

products of cosmic-ray hadron showers. These particles have energies of

several GeV and higher, easily penetrate entire absorber blocks, and are

well above Cerenkov threshold. Showers are produced in the target room's

1-meter-thick concrete roof and penetrate vertically. Since energetic unions

do not interact (except by electroweak processes, which have very small

cross sections) in the glass, they penetrate the array in a more or less

straight line, and thus tend to be concentrated near the horizontal plane.

In this way, they produce much more Cerenkov light than a 100-MeV photon

shower, and can thus .be discriminated on the basis of pulse height. Showers



and muons are further suppressed by the invariant mass cut, a prompt cut on

the event time relative to the beam RF timing, and by requiring a multipli-

city of exactly four hit counters. This last requirement was checked to

cause only a ~1% loss in real it0 events (due to, for example, random coin-

cidences between a TI° and beam-related y background).

Even with these precautions, for 812 ~ 90° and smaller, a 20% contami-

nation of cosmic rays in the invariant mass spectrum is found. This

contamination is zero for 812 > 150° and ~5% for 812 " 120°. Accordingly,

2.5-cm-thick plastic paddles^ are placed in front of telescopes to veto

charged particles — cosmic rays — hitting the arrays by detecting their

Cerenkov light. As this plastic has a 48-cm radiation length, only <4% of

the photons will pair convert in the paddle, resulting in a small efficiency

loss but a very large reduction in cosmic-ray background for 812 < 90°.

This is the range of opening angles for energetic pions. This background

reduction is essential at lower bombarding energies such as 25 MeV/u, where

the total it0 cross section is of the same order as the apparent cross sec-

tion due to cosmic-ray background.

Results of a first experiment using this array have been published.1*
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